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7
chapter one6

City Streets and

Other Public Spaces

In the midst of the Civil War, Louis Hughes told his wife, Matilda, ‘‘in low
tones’’ about his intention ‘‘to try to get to Memphis.’’ The Hugheses were
being held as slaves by Edmund McGee in Panola County, Mississippi. They
knew that ‘‘others, here and there, all through the neighborhood, were going,’’
fleeing to the city that was now under Union Army control. Louis later wrote
of how Matilda was overcome with fear at hearing his news. They both
understood that ‘‘there was a law or regulation of the rebel government . . .
authorizing the hanging of any slave caught running away.’’ Having a few years
earlier suffered the death of their infant twins, losing her husband as well was
perhaps more than Matilda could bear to contemplate. But Louis was con-
vinced that he would be among those who would succeed at an escape and,
‘‘bent on freedom,’’ planned a journey back to the city where they had lived
with McGee before the war. He set out on his first attempt without Matilda,
promising to return for her once he found his way to the city. He returned
much sooner, though, having been captured by Confederate ‘‘bushwhackers’’
and spared execution only because one of his captors recognized him as a
slave of the McGee family. Two months later, he and Matilda attempted to flee
with two other slaves. But this group, too, was captured, tracked down by
bloodhounds and returned to their owner to face severe beatings. Finally, on a
third attempt, Louis’s determination was rewarded. He and another enslaved
man reached Memphis in June 1865. By this point, the Confederacy had been
defeated. Knowing ‘‘it was our right to be free, for the [emancipation] procla-
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[24] emanicipation in memphis, 1862– 1866

mation had long been issued,’’ Louis quickly enlisted the aid of two Union
soldiers, returned to Mississippi, and, under the protection of Union arms, left
the plantation for the last time in the company of Matilda, their newborn
baby, and other family and friends. Many among them traveling without hats
or shoes, this ‘‘tired, dirty and rest-broken’’ group concluded their long jour-
ney and arrived at freedom in Memphis on July 4, 1865.∞

Louis later described the remarkable scene he discovered on first reaching
Memphis: ‘‘The city was filled with [former] slaves, from all over the south,
who cheered and gave us a welcome.’’ He also noted that on his return to the
city with his family, ‘‘aside from the citizens of Memphis, hundreds of colored
refugees thronged the streets. Everywhere you looked you could see soldiers.
Such a day I don’t believe Memphis will ever see again—when so large and so
motley a crowd will come together.’’≤ The spectacle of racially integrated city
streets and of large numbers of African Americans filling public spaces in
celebratory fashion was dramatically different from any of Louis’s memories
of the city from a few years before. He later recalled, ‘‘I could scarcely recog-
nize Memphis, things were so changed.’’≥

The changes that Louis found so striking were the product of the mass
exodus from slavery—of which he and Matilda were a part—that commenced
with the first Union Army presence in Confederate territory during the Civil
War. People fleeing slavery, most of whom likely encountered obstacles and
risks similar to those of the Hugheses, sought out Union Army lines, the
‘‘contraband camps’’ eventually established by Union Army officials, and espe-
cially cities captured by Union forces.∂ These cities became oases of freedom
for slaves from plantations in the surrounding countryside. ‘‘Thousands . . . in
search of the freedom of which they had so long dreamed’’ flocked to Mem-
phis, Louis Hughes later wrote, transforming this strategic river port into a
‘‘city of refuge.’’∑

Once in this refuge, former slaves acted in anticipation of new rights and
freedoms. They took their place as active citizens in the markets, saloons,
streets, and other visible centers of public life; in civil institutions such as
schools, churches, and benevolent societies; at sites of state authority, such as
the courts, police stations, and the Freedmen’s Bureau; and at speaking events
and parades. Their actions redrew the racial boundaries that all Memphians ex-
perienced in everyday public life, integrating spaces and sharing activities and
roles—as workers, students, soldiers, worshipers, participants in public fes-
tivals, or litigants in court—with whites in ways unheard of before the war. New
visions of race and citizenship were being forged in the city’s public spaces.∏
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City Streets and Other Public Spaces [25]

Some whites living in Memphis took these changes in stride—especially
many recent white migrants to the city who themselves had been devastated
by a costly civil war—and others actively promoted and embraced them, such
as the numerous northern missionaries, teachers, and businessmen who came
to Memphis during or after the war.π But other white Memphians responded
with hostility in a variety of ways. The city’s conservative newspapers, in both
editorial commentary and news reports, condemned the new African Ameri-
can presence in the city, characterizing it as ‘‘disorderly,’’ ‘‘lewd,’’ and ‘‘crimi-
nal.’’∫ These reports helped to legitimate the misconduct of many police, who
frequently arrested freedpeople under false charges of theft, vagrancy, and
prostitution. These arrests were often preceded by or carried out with exces-
sive force.Ω Police violence was only magnified as officers continually ran up
against not only freedpeople’s resistance but also federal authorities who often
intervened on freedpeople’s behalf. During the war, the commander of the
occupying Union forces ordered police to cease arresting and punishing un-
der antebellum slave codes refugees arriving in the city. Continuing objec-
tions to the conduct of the city police led the army eventually to disband the
entire civilian government for ‘‘disloyalty’’ and ‘‘incompetence.’’∞≠ After the
war, local officials and police returned to power but were further limited in
their authority over freedpeople by the continued Union military presence,
made up largely of black Union soldiers assigned to patrol the city’s streets,
and the judicial powers granted to the provost marshal of freedmen and the
Freedmen’s Bureau Court. During the years of the war and Reconstruction in
Memphis, the freed population, empowered by the federal government, em-
braced new roles in public life, and many white Memphians responded with
resistance to both federal power and the emerging forms of equality, universal
citizenship, and inclusion of African Americans in the nation embodied in
what they observed around them.

Memphis would receive national attention when resultant tensions culmi-
nated in a murderous attack against freedpeople living in the city. This attack,
which became known as the Memphis Riot, was in fact a massacre of black
Union soldiers and other African Americans by city police and white civilians.
Although depicted in the city’s conservative press as the suppression of an
uprising of black Union soldiers and as an appropriate response to ‘‘negro
domination,’’ the violence appeared to many white northerners as evidence of
an unregenerate and unsubdued Confederate South. Northern outrage at
events in Memphis contributed to growing support for further action on the
part of the federal government to create and protect the civil and political
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City Streets and Other Public Spaces [27]

liberties of former slaves. This support led ultimately to the Reconstruction
Acts, the first legislative step toward establishing suffrage as a universal right
of male citizens of the United States.∞∞ The process of enfranchising black
men, then, began, at least in part, in conflicts over public space and race in
Memphis.

These conflicts also offer a window onto the central role that gender played
in battles over the future meaning and significance of race in a society without
slavery. Representations in both the conservative press and police discourses
justifying action against freedpeople enlisted constructions of gender, specifi-
cally representations of emancipation as the illegitimate empowerment of
depraved women and violent men. Similarly gendered representations of
African Americans as people who should play only subordinated and marginal
roles in public life were voiced in acts of sexual violence suffered by Afri-
can American women during the Memphis Riot (discussed in Chapter 2).
Through both rhetoric and violence, white southern men articulated gen-
dered meanings for race that reaffirmed racial hierarchy, a hierarchy that was
being challenged daily by the immediate and profound sign of equality en-
acted on the stage of the city’s public space.

Urban Spaces, Racial Meanings, and Contests over Rule

Memphis had grown from a small town to a major port city in the decades
before the Civil War. Its growth was fueled by an economy deeply rooted in
slavery. Sitting high on a cliff overlooking the Mississippi River and, by the
1850s, at the intersection of four railroad lines, Memphis became the main
center for trade in the products and needs of a fast-expanding agricultural
economy in surrounding Tennessee, Mississippi, and Arkansas.∞≤ That econ-
omy’s primary product was cotton—in the 1850s Memphis was often called
the ‘‘Biggest Inland Cotton Market in the World’’∞≥—and its primary need was
labor. As a result, the offices of cotton brokers and factors, cotton warehouses,
and wagons carrying bales to and from the levee shared space in the city’s
commercial district with traders of slaves. More than a dozen such businesses
regularly ran advertisements in the city’s newspapers announcing ‘‘Negroes
for Sale’’ at their markets on the district’s main thoroughfares, including Main,
Adams, Monroe, Union, and Madison Streets and Court Square. Visitors to
the city arriving by river were greeted on the steamboat landing by the sign
bolton, dickens & co., slave traders. Two ‘‘slave markets’’ identified their
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[28] emanicipation in memphis, 1862– 1866

establishments with large signs hung across from each other on a nearby
commercial street.∞∂ The largest slave trader in the city, Nathan Bedford
Forrest, bought and sold more than 1,000 slaves annually from his downtown
slave market on Adams Street during the 1850s.∞∑

The prominence of slave trading in the city contributed to a visual landscape
that, for whites at least, virtually equated blackness with enslavement. Follow-
ing long-standing patterns, slave dealers often advertised that they were selling
‘‘negroes’’ rather than ‘‘slaves.’’ ‘‘Negroes for Sale,’’ one advertisement read:
‘‘a. delap & co. have just received a large stock of South Carolina and Virginia
Negroes at their Mart on Adams street, and expect to receive fresh supplies
every two to three weeks.’’ ‘‘acclimated cotton negroes for sale!’’ ran
another, ‘‘from the state of Georgia, consisting of men, women, boys and girls.
Among them are some very likely families.’’∞∏ The language employed in such
advertisements moved back and forth between ‘‘negroes’’ and ‘‘families’’ and
‘‘sale,’’ ‘‘stock,’’ and ‘‘supplies,’’ oddly juxtaposing human and commercial terms
and ultimately reducing black people to commodities available for purchase
by whites.

Also contributing to a conflation of blackness and slavery for whites was
the unusually small size of the free population of color and the slavelike
constraints under which most free blacks lived in antebellum Memphis. The
city’s overall black population was small relative to both the surrounding
countryside and other southern cities, comprising 3,882 people, or 17 percent
of the city’s inhabitants, in 1860.∞π And 95 percent of this population was
enslaved, leaving only 198 free black people—less than 1 percent of the overall
city population.∞∫ The public conduct of free people of color was strictly
regulated by city ordinance.∞Ω Along with slaves, free blacks were prohibited
from congregating for political or social activities without permission from
the mayor, as well as from public drinking and ‘‘loitering in or around the
market-house.’’ Their ability to gather for religious worship, also along with
slaves, was limited to observing services at white churches from the balconies
or holding prayer meetings in those churches’ basements with a white person
present. Indeed, free people of color in Memphis and in Tennessee more
generally were increasingly subject to regulations and legal treatment similar
to that of slaves.≤≠ In the 1850s, all free black persons were required to register
with the city government and to document their employment by a white
person (if they intended to remain in Memphis for more than forty-eight
hours). They could be stopped and required to show their papers by police at
any time. Any person of color found in the city without such papers was
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City Streets and Other Public Spaces [29]

presumed to be a slave and, unless he or she could identify an owner living
within the city, would be arrested as a runaway.≤∞

Some additional restrictions were imposed only on slaves: city ordinances
allowed slaves to move about the city only with passes from their owners,
prohibited their ‘‘lounging about the streets, drinking or gambling shops,’’ and
forbade them from being outdoors after 9:00 p.m. Slaves were forbidden to
live in quarters not owned by their masters and to hire out their own time and
labor. Police were instructed to use ‘‘corporeal punishment’’ against slaves
found violating these ordinances.≤≤ Such laws could never be fully enforced,
especially those requiring slaves to have a pass to move through the city’s
streets. An 1858 station register from the Memphis police, for instance, shows
large numbers of slaves arrested for being outdoors without a pass.≤≥ This
suggests both that enslaved African Americans were able at times to circum-
vent the constraints imposed by city ordinances and that police were not
hesitant to use the power bestowed upon them by the city government to
interfere. It does seem that laws against slaves living on their own, as they
often did in other cities, were more effective. In Memphis slaves generally
lived in close proximity to owners, not among the small free black population,
just less than half of whom in 1860 lived in the city’s seventh ward and the rest
of whom lived dispersed throughout the city. Ward 7, though, was a majority-
white area.≤∂ There were no ‘‘black neighborhoods’’ in Memphis; black resi-
dents were integrated into the city in hierarchical and isolating ways. City and
state laws regulating the movement and gathering of black people, both free
and slave, meant that there were no public spaces with a significant or visible
black presence; black institutions and community life were forced largely
underground.≤∑

The Civil War permanently altered the racial landscape in Memphis, as
public space was suddenly transformed by both the new, free status and
dramatic increase in the number of African Americans in the city. The Union
Army’s occupation of Memphis in June 1862 almost immediately ushered in
thousands of African American migrants. In 1863 the army designated Mem-
phis as the recruiting and administrative center for black troops in the upper
Mississippi Valley region, drawing thousands of slaves-turned-soldiers through
the city’s streets.≤∏ Seven regiments of black Union soldiers, ultimately com-
prising 10,000 troops, were stationed at the Union Army’s Fort Pickering,
located at the southern edge of the city.≤π Following these troops came their
family members and other fugitive slaves seeking the protection of the Union
forces. Most of these refugees settled near the fort in the neighborhood of
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[30] emanicipation in memphis, 1862– 1866

South Memphis. According to an 1865 city census, these migrants together
with African Americans already living in Memphis comprised 40 percent of
the city’s total population, just under 11,000 people and almost three times the
antebellum black population. Another census taken by the Freedmen’s Bureau
a few months later found 16,509 freedpeople in Memphis and its environs
(including growing neighborhoods just outside the city limits and people
living on President’s Island, the nearby location of a federal camp for refu-
gees).≤∫ The significance of this migration for social relations and public life in
Memphis lay not only in its size. In the past, African Americans had been
brought to Memphis by force, to be sold in slave markets and to labor as slaves
in white-owned businesses and homes. After the Union Army occupation, they
entered Memphis as a ‘‘city of refuge’’ in which they would be free and, they
hoped, equal citizens.

Although General William Tecumseh Sherman, who took over command
of the Union forces in Memphis in July 1862, reportedly claimed, ‘‘I do not
think it is to our interest to set loose negroes too fast,’’ the process of emanci-
pation had already begun and would continue beyond his and the army’s con-
trol.≤Ω African Americans migrating to the city in search of freedom had the
backing of federal law, namely the Second Confiscation Act passed by Con-
gress on July 17, 1862, which confirmed that those fleeing ‘‘disloyal’’ slaveown-
ers in Confederate states would be free once they came within areas under
federal military command.≥≠ Sherman himself was soon forced to loosen the
hold of slavery. He forbade the enforcement of city and state slave codes and
insisted instead that all African Americans in the city be presumed to be free
unless and until federal authorities could assess the legitimacy of claims to the
contrary (in other words, claims that they had run away from owners loyal to
the United States).≥∞ Finally in 1865 an amendment to the Tennessee constitu-
tion abolished slavery in the state and finalized the process of emancipation
that had begun de facto for most several years before.≥≤

Despite this official end of slavery, the legal status of African Americans in
Memphis remained uncertain. They were no longer slaves, yet they had no
formal political rights. According to law, neither former slaves nor those who
had been free before the war could vote or hold office, nor could they testify in
civil or criminal courts. Until the Civil Rights Act was passed in April 1866,
African Americans lacked even nominal legal recognition as citizens.≥≥ Indeed,
former slaves were subject to various coercive efforts first of the army and then
of the Freedmen’s Bureau to remove many of them from the city. For the most
part, freedpeople successfully resisted these efforts—black Union soldiers, for
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City Streets and Other Public Spaces [31]

instance, refused to comply with orders that their wives and children living
near the fort in South Memphis relocate to President’s Island. And numerous
Freedmen’s Bureau attempts to force unemployed freedpeople to move to the
countryside to find work on plantations met with similar failure.≥∂ Through
such resistance, freedpeople made clear that they believed it was their right to
choose where, how, and with whom they now lived and worked. Although
they had not yet been granted political or civil rights under the law, freed-
people expected to live as citizens in the city.

In order to remain in the city, freedpeople had to find work or other means
of support. Although destitution was never far, many labored and established
family economies in ways that allowed them to sustain themselves in the city.
Most freedpeople had been field hands before the war.≥∑ Now many labored
for wages for the first time. Some women possessed the skills to work as seam-
stresses and cooks. Others found employment as laundresses and maids.≥∏

Men worked as barbers, draymen, carpenters, plasterers, painters, black-
smiths, dock hands, and often as soldiers for the Union Army.≥π A few freed
families ran small groceries and saloons.≥∫ For a number of freedwomen, the
earnings of family members were sufficient for them to devote themselves to
domestic chores and raising children.≥Ω A portion of these earnings came
from family members working on plantations outside Memphis.∂≠ Some sin-
gle, wage-earning women pooled their resources and shared homes.∂∞ Other
freedpeople lived in multigenerational families.∂≤ A substantial number lived
with their spouses. Some married people they had met in Memphis, others
reunited with lovers from whom they had been separated under slavery, and
still others married under the law those whom they had considered their
spouses for years.∂≥ Some freedwomen left husbands from an earlier time and
took up with new partners in the city.∂∂ At times men proved unreliable,
leading a few women to press charges through the Freedmen’s Bureau against
their lovers for ‘‘breach of promise to marry’’ and child support.∂∑ Through
various collective strategies for material support and through new family
relationships, freedwomen and freedmen exercised choice and experienced
forms of independence that had long been available to citizens but denied to
them as slaves.

Freedpeople in Memphis also enjoyed basic forms of public and commu-
nity life that had previously been reserved for whites. In South Memphis, for
instance, where African Americans were most concentrated, they fashioned
social lives that centered around lively grocery-saloons and street corners.
Businesses ‘‘all up and down South street’’ selling food and liquor, a few run by
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[32] emanicipation in memphis, 1862– 1866

blacks but most by whites, served as gathering places for black men and
women.∂∏ When military regulations prohibited soldiers from purchasing al-
cohol, women filled canteens at these saloons and joined soldiers for parties in
the streets.∂π Dance halls, such as one on Grady’s Hill run by Mary Grady, a
white woman, were also favored locations for entertainment into the morning
hours and became evidence of a marked increase in the racial integration of
the city’s nightlife.∂∫

At the same time, churches were becoming increasingly separate, even as
black worshipers and their church-sponsored activities became more visible
to others than they had been in antebellum years. Leaving the slave galleries
or basements of white-run churches where African Americans had worshiped
before the war, many former slave preachers and their congregants began to
construct their own church buildings.∂Ω Here the practices observed in con-
traband camps during the war, where one white missionary reported that
‘‘we may hear praying and singing . . . at all hours of the night,’’ moved to
city churches. Freedpeople gathered around the clock first in open lots and
then in new churches to give thanks for freedom.∑≠ Neither the churches
nor their members would have survived without the fund-raising activities
of members, who sponsored public fairs and picnics to collect money for
church construction and also organized benevolent associations to assist each
other in times of need.∑∞ White missionaries also built numerous churches in
Reconstruction-era Memphis hoping to serve the freed population. Collins
Chapel, established by the white Methodist Episcopal Church, South, for
black members in 1859, housed in the basement of the white-run Wesley
Chapel, and named after the white minister hired as its preacher, reached out
to former slaves. But the most popular churches were the black-run African
Methodist Episcopal Church and the numerous Baptist chapters in the city.∑≤

Ewing O. Tade, then a missionary with the U.S. Christian Commission, re-
ported in 1865 that white ministers in Memphis were ‘‘very ready to complain
because the colored people prefer to hear their own preachers.’’∑≥

Freedpeople also sought out instruction from ‘‘their own’’ teachers. Ex-
cluded by law from the nascent public school system, freedpeople founded a
small number of their own schools that employed black instructors, some
sponsored by churches and others based on tuition paid by pupils. Resources
of these independent schools were too limited, though, to meet demand, and
many freedpeople attended schools run by northern missionary societies and
staffed by white teachers that were operated with Freedmen’s Bureau sanc-
tion and support. Schools met in government barracks, abandoned houses,
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City Streets and Other Public Spaces [33]

churches, and one private school building owned by the ame Church and run
by Rev. H. N. Rankin. Both the independent schools and those sponsored by
the bureau survived on shoestring budgets and under enormously difficult
circumstances. Nonetheless, a total of twelve schools managed to teach some
1,200 students in 1866, offering day and night classes in order to accommodate
both adults and children eager to learn.∑∂ Children attending these schools
occasionally publicized their accomplishments by performing for their fami-
lies and friends in theaters and other public places. The children’s perfor-
mances, often ‘‘sneered at’’ and ‘‘hissed in the theatres’’ by angry whites and
‘‘abused in the public press,’’ according to a Freedmen’s Bureau superinten-
dent, included patriotic tunes manifesting devotion to the Union, such as
when children sang the songs ‘‘Red, White, and Blue’’ and ‘‘Rally ’round the
Flag.’’ At other times, schoolchildren were overheard invoking the triumph of
abolitionism by singing ‘‘John Brown’s Body,’’ a Union Army marching tune
that, when sung by former slaves, became a tribute to a fallen hero—John
Brown, the white abolitionist who led the 1859 raid on Harpers Ferry—for
taking up arms against slavery (‘‘John Brown died that the slaves might be
free,’’ went a line in at least one version).∑∑

A small professional and entrepreneurial African American elite, many of
whom were free people before the war, also emerged in early Reconstruction-
era Memphis. This group attempted to distinguish themselves from the for-
mer slaves making up the bulk of African Americans living in South Memphis
by, for instance, choosing Congregational or Presbyterian over Baptist or
Methodist churches and even at one point requesting that the Freedmen’s
Bureau take action to limit the number of ‘‘vagrant’’ freedpeople in the city.∑∏

Thus it is not surprising that freedpeople did not turn to this elite to lead their
churches, schools, and benevolent societies but, rather, chose former slave
preachers and others they imagined to be more like themselves.∑π Better-off
black Memphians nonetheless financed activities and institutions that en-
riched the public life of freedpeople, from picnics where ‘‘there is to be a
fine string and brass band in attendance’’ sponsored by saloon and restau-
rant owner Robert Church to the Young Men’s Literary Society founded by,
among others, Joseph Caldwell.∑∫ Caldwell owned Caldwell Hall, the meeting
place for the society’s Monday evening debates and lectures such as ‘‘The
Rudiments of Public Speaking.’’∑Ω It is noteworthy that women were excluded
from this elite-sponsored opportunity to develop skills useful for active politi-
cal participation and leadership, as is clear not only from the society’s name
but also from the recollection of a white missionary that he had ‘‘sometimes
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[34] emanicipation in memphis, 1862– 1866

spoken in their literary societies to young men.’’∏≠ Nonetheless, another meet-
ing also held at Caldwell Hall, on April 10, 1866, to ‘‘discuss and promote . . .
interest in the Freedmen’s Savings Bank,’’ the announcement for which stated
that ‘‘all are invited to attend,’’ was most likely of great interest to women and
popular among African Americans of all classes in the city.∏∞ Many African
American women and men in South Memphis, including unskilled laborers
and people with little income, opened accounts in this bank, a branch of the
Freedmen’s Savings and Trust Company chartered by Congress especially for
freedpeople in 1865. (Funds in these accounts were tragically lost when the
bank failed in 1874.)∏≤

Also popular among freedpeople were parades, frequent precursors to
picnics and large meetings, sponsored by African American benevolent so-
cieties and conducted in the downtown areas of the city. Parades and demon-
strations were held to celebrate January 1, or Emancipation Day, and June 6,
the day Union forces captured Memphis. Parading in itself proudly called at-
tention to African Americans’ new status as free people able to move without
restriction through the city’s streets. But parades were also forums for broad-
casting demands for legal and political equality. One parade in the spring of
1865 included banners that read, ‘‘Liberty Two Years Old—We Are Marching
On,’’ ‘‘General Superintendent of Freedmen—Our Rights Protected,’’ and
‘‘Liberty, Education, and The Right of Free Sufferage.’’ Another banner read-
ing ‘‘Willing to Work’’ identified participants as responsible members of a
laboring class.∏≥

Finally, African Americans acted as citizens of Memphis and formed parts
of larger imagined communities in the city by reading and being read about in
local newspapers. There was no newspaper published by African Americans
in Memphis during Reconstruction, but the Republican newspaper, the Mem-
phis Daily Post, reported on the civic activities and social life of freedpeople.
This paper began publication in January 1866 under the editorial guidance of
John Eaton, former general superintendent for freedmen for the Union Army.
It argued for political rights for African Americans, for instance by supporting
the proposal of Tennessee’s Republican governor in April 1866 that some black
men be allowed to vote. And the paper offered constant editorial criticism of
the positions on local and national politics taken by the city’s conservative
papers.∏∂ Already by 1864, before starting up the Post, Eaton wrote to the
secretary of the American Missionary Association that ‘‘the Freedmen are
becoming newspaper subscribers. They often want to know what is the best
paper for them to take.’’∏∑ It seems possible, then, that despite limited literacy,
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black Memphians’ thirst for a medium through which to share knowledge of
their local community as well as perspectives on the national political debates
of the day that were critical to their future may have helped give rise to a new
voice in Memphis’s public sphere.∏∏ Due to the fact that the majority of its
subscribers were former slaves with limited resources and that it received little
advertising revenue from city businesses hostile to its views, the Post faced
constant financial woes. Yet it nonetheless managed to continue to publish
daily for four years.∏π

Life was enormously difficult for most freedpeople in Memphis. Steady
work and sufficient income and food were hard to find. After suffering the
hardships of war and risking life and limb to get to Memphis either during or
just after the conflict, many also found the city’s streets inhospitable and
unsafe. Reports of assault and murder of former slaves were common.∏∫ Mem-
phis did not prove in many ways to be a ‘‘city of refuge.’’ The challenges
freedpeople faced, though, make even more extraordinary the communities
and institutions that they managed to build in Memphis. These challenges
make even more extraordinary the degree to which freedpeople transformed
the city’s public life in a few short years. African Americans’ novel participa-
tion in leisure, family, religious, and community activities left indelible marks
on Memphis’s public, changing the city materially and breaking down racial
boundaries around citizenship and freedom. Almost overnight, a world di-
vided between white citizens and black slaves had vanished. The significance
and power of race in this world, constituted through this division between free
and slave, had been manifest on a daily basis through the visible contrast
between black people’s containment within slave markets and white citizens’
enjoyment of the freedom to move through and to congregate—for work,
politics, and pleasure—in urban spaces, what historian Mary Ryan has called
‘‘the customary rights of the street.’’∏Ω But now what was obvious to whites
living throughout Memphis was the development of vibrant public life among
African Americans and the emergence of a citizenry no longer limited to
whites.

The dynamics of this new world were particularly palpable in South Mem-
phis, the neighborhood where freedpeople were concentrated and where the
majority of the violence enacted during the Memphis Riot would occur. This
neighborhood consisted of two city wards that had been added to Memphis’s
southern limits in the 1850s (Wards 6 and 7, consisting of the former towns
known as South Memphis and Fort Pickering) to make room for an expand-
ing white population. Native-born whites composed the majority of residents
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of the neighborhood. Close to half of the city’s free black population made up
another tiny portion. But the growth in numbers of residents during the
decade preceding the war came from white immigrant groups (Irish, Ger-
mans, and Italians) settling in the area.π≠ Antebellum Memphis was a city of
immigrants—‘‘the proportion of the foreign-born to the native white popula-
tion in Memphis [one in three] was far greater in 1860 than it ever was before
or since,’’ according to historian Sterling Tracy—and Irish immigrants made
up the largest and fastest-growing foreign-born group.π∞ Many of these people
settled in Memphis after having come to the region as laborers building new
railway lines. But this was not the neighborhood where impoverished and
unskilled Irish workers lived (they predominated in the city’s first ward).π≤

Residents of South Memphis, diverse in terms of ethnicity and immigrant
status, nonetheless shared an intermediate economic station. An 1865 city
census reported that 75 percent of white men residing in South Memphis held
occupations as skilled workers, artisans, and small businessmen. In addition,
numerous city police officers and members of volunteer fire companies lived
in the neighborhood.π≥ Historian Altina Waller has studied in detail a subsec-
tion of neighborhood residents, those identified as participating in violence
against freedpeople during the Memphis Riot, and found that few of at least
this group appeared in the 1850 census. This along with their reported occupa-
tions suggests that they, and probably many of the other immigrants in the
neighborhood, had arrived with others from Ireland or elsewhere during the
1850s but were among the few who had achieved a degree of class mobility by
1865.π∂ It was among this community of petty bourgeois and skilled and
‘‘respectable’’ working-classπ∑ whites that freedpeople coming to Memphis
found space to live, at times renting adjoining houses or taking rooms in the
same home.π∏ These homes were on and near the main thoroughfares of the
neighborhood, particularly South Street but also Causey, Main, Gayoso, and
Beale Streets, and were interspersed with groceries and saloons where black
Union soldiers and other freedpeople intermingled with their white neigh-
bors.ππ The owners and operators of these groceries and saloons, which served
as important gathering places, were particularly prominent neighborhood
residents. These included, for instance, John Pendergrast, who ran a South
Memphis grocery and saloon with his wife and two sons and was described by
one freedwoman from the area as ‘‘such a notable man I could not help but
know him.’’π∫

At the time that African Americans began settling in South Memphis, Civil
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War conditions had recently given the white immigrants residing there a new
degree of leverage in city politics and governance. During the war most male
members of the antebellum commercial and political elite had left the city,
either to serve in the Confederate Army or to flee the Union forces of occupa-
tion.πΩ Under this occupation, men who had shown disloyalty to the federal
government were disfranchised. A new class of leaders took control of city gov-
ernment who, according to historian Kathleen Berkeley, ‘‘were a group of up-
wardly mobile small business and professional men, yet to make their fortunes
or leave their mark on society.’’∫≠ These Civil War and Reconstruction-era
political figures depended on the votes of white men like many of those living
in South Memphis, the primarily foreign-born who may have supported seces-
sion but did not hold the Confederacy in such high esteem that they were
unwilling to take the oath of allegiance to the federal government necessary to
vote.∫∞ And elected officials, such as the Civil War–era mayor John Park,
rewarded these voters with city government positions, such as jobs on the
police force. Indeed, Park and the police committee of the city’s Board of
Mayor and Aldermen ran the police as a virtual patronage fiefdom. Even Park’s
own chief of police complained of his lack of authority over the hiring and
firing of officers, reporting that the board frequently returned to the force men
whom he had tried to dismiss for misconduct.∫≤ The patronage potential of the
police force grew further when Union commanders pressed the city govern-
ment to increase its size and promised to collect new taxes to pay for the
increase, in the interest of preserving order in the city.∫≥ That these patronage
spots often went to recent immigrants is suggested by reports that at times
more than 90 percent of the police force had surnames common among
people of Irish descent.∫∂

One arena in which Memphis’s new governing group asserted its authority
was the city’s streets. Police officers frequently harassed African Americans
engaged in work or leisure in public places, threatening them with arrest and
often extorting fines from them in lieu of forcing them to come to the police
station.∫∑ Policing everyday conduct was also the domain of a popular elected
official, John C. Creighton, the recorder of the police court, who presided over
hearings and determined punishment for those charged with violating city
ordinances. These responsibilities gave Creighton significant control over the
public activities of average people, both white and black. Born in Ireland and a
skilled laborer before becoming recorder, Creighton exercised his new author-
ity (apparently at times corruptly—he was at one point charged with pocket-
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ing fines collected in court) by working closely with city police.∫∏ These
officers were prominent figures in South Memphis and were frequently ob-
served socializing with the owners of the area’s grocery stores and saloons.∫π

However, the authority of the group governing Memphis, and that of their
official representatives policing the city’s streets, was insecure, being con-
stantly challenged and easily curtailed by the federal army occupying the city.
Although Union commanders at first promised city officials they would be
free to continue municipal government without interference, this proved
untenable, as the city became a center for contraband trade with Confederate
forces and matters of sanitation and crime seemingly ignored by municipal
officials consumed the army’s time. Federal commanders frequently over-
turned municipal ordinances and imposed their own rules and fines. When
Mayor Park was reelected in the last year of the war, then-commander of the
city General Cadwallader Colden Washburn dismissed the entire city govern-
ment for ‘‘inefficiency,’’ ‘‘want of sympathy’’ for the Union, and ‘‘indisposition
to cooperate with Military authorities.’’∫∫ He fired all policemen in the city’s
employ and established both a provisional council and a new police force to
supervise city affairs. Significantly, after the war’s end, when power was re-
turned to civilian hands, including a reelected Mayor Park and Recorder
Creighton, one of the first acts of the returning Board of Mayor and Aldermen
was to fire the provisional government’s police force and hire back many
officers who had lost their jobs while the city was under military control.∫Ω In
1865, city officials were again reined in by federal forces. Because under state
law African Americans were still not permitted to testify in Tennessee’s courts,
the new Freedmen’s Bureau established its own Freedmen’s Court. Presided
over by the provost marshal of freedmen, this court held legal jurisdiction ‘‘in
all cases involving the rights of Colored people’’ and used Union soldiers,
many of whom were black, when necessary to carry out its decisions.Ω≠ The
bureau thus curtailed the city police force’s power to control and interfere
with the activities of freedpeople in the city. Police were still able to arrest
African Americans; but soldiers were also authorized to patrol and make
arrests, and all charges were supposed to be brought before and heard by the
bureau. Its offices, located in South Memphis, were often filled with freedpeo-
ple answering charges and filing complaints; some reported long lines and
waits of up to two hours before being heard.Ω∞

This new system was deeply resented by the police and often circum-
vented, leading to frequent conflicts over police practices between civilian and
military authorities. For instance, on learning that Recorder Creighton was
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holding a freedman on charges for which he had already been tried in the
Freedmen’s Court, Provost Marshal Michael Walsh wrote, ‘‘I respectfully re-
quest that you have the man be released [sic] and save further trouble in the
matter. I dislike very much having the military and civil authorities conflicting
with one another and hope that it may not occur again.’’ Two days later Walsh
wrote to Creighton a second time, as the freedman still had not been released
from the city jail.Ω≤ Two months earlier another provost marshal, S. S. Garrett,
had complained when the police arrested and fined Private James H. Reyn-
olds, an African American soldier; Garrett stated, ‘‘I am inclined to believe
that Private Reynolds is innocent, at any rate the city authorities have no
power to fine him.’’Ω≥ That same month Garrett had also objected that ‘‘Wm
Reagan Policeman has this day charged Albert Hill, a colored man, $2.50 for
going with him from the Police Station to the house of the colored man to
procure the money to pay fine imposed by me. . . . If such proceedings are not
stopped I shall execute the mittimus in each case myself.’’Ω∂ Apparently even
when under the jurisdiction of the Freedmen’s Court, police attempted to
reclaim some of the privileges of their former position.

White residents of South Memphis were well aware of these conflicts. If
they themselves were not involved or did not know intimately people who
were, they nonetheless observed frequent clashes between soldiers and police-
men in the streets of their neighborhood. And they read renditions of these
clashes in the city’s newspapers, sold and often read by patrons in the neigh-
borhood’s groceries and saloons.Ω∑ Articles in the conservative newspapers
presented daily evidence of an ongoing power struggle between, on one hand,
the city government and police and, on the other, the federal army, the
Freedmen’s Bureau, and freedpeople.Ω∏ Residents of South Memphis encoun-
tered these conflicts in the context of battles raging in Washington, D.C., over
Reconstruction and the rights of African Americans, also reported in the
press. The Civil Rights Act of 1866, for instance, first went through a conten-
tious veto battle with President Andrew Johnson that filled the pages of city
papers.Ωπ This act recognized all African Americans as ‘‘citizens’’ of the nation
and, at least on paper, provided ‘‘full and equal benefit of all laws and proceed-
ings for the security of person and property.’’Ω∫ Although this nominal citizen-
ship came with no guarantee of political rights, it was nonetheless believed by
many whites in Memphis to be a revolutionary measure that threatened, and
lessened, their own rights as ‘‘citizens.’’ On April 28, 1866, one of the city’s
conservative papers, the Argus, commented, ‘‘The Civil Rights bill, recently
passed . . . over the President’s veto may be well described as a bill to destroy
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the civil rights of white men in the States, and to exalt the negro to superior
immunities and privileges.’’ΩΩ

This account, and many others like it, represented basic liberal equality as
‘‘negro domination.’’ Conservative press reports similarly cast freedpeople in
the streets of South Memphis and the city more generally as unjustly dimin-
ishing the power and freedom of white people. Local news reporting and
commentary depicted freedpeople as a domineering presence that threatened
white people’s previously ‘‘safe’’ space, and thus as a social problem requiring
regulation. The police both acted on and contributed to this imagery through
their treatment of former slaves in the city. It is in this imagery that one finds
not only notions of racial inequality but ones that were highly gendered,
specifically ones that relied on concepts of black versus white ‘‘manhood’’ and
‘‘womanhood’’ to convey the allegedly oppressive and ominous outcome of
emancipation for whites and for the nation.

‘‘Riot of Crime in Our Midst’’

Press accounts of freedpeople in Memphis were interwoven with an ongoing
public conversation about the general disorder, danger, and ‘‘moral decay’’
allegedly afflicting the city after the Civil War.∞≠≠ Prominent in this conversa-
tion were expressions of concern over a putative growth of prostitution and
the number of ‘‘lewd women’’ in the city and of the vices with which they were
assumed to be associated, crime and vagrancy. The tone and content of an
article titled ‘‘The Riot of Crime in Our Midst’’ from November 1865 were
common:

Perhaps nowhere within the broad area of this country, is there another
city . . . that supports and harbors a larger number of disreputable women,
and their twin companions—gamblers and thieves—than this one of ours.
In almost every portion of the city . . . will be found abodes made in-
famous by the calling and character of their inmates—lewd women—lost
to all shame and virtue. . . . These creatures congregate here from all
parts, . . . and find in Memphis an unbridled license to their calling,
where crime and prostitution runs riot and laughs scorn at the impotency
of the laws.∞≠∞

White citizens frequently complained of, and the city government and military
authorities made gestures toward controlling, the visible and institutional
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aspects of the sex trade. Exchanging sex for money was not in itself penalized,
but ‘‘public women’’ were prohibited from moving freely through the streets at
night or soliciting in public. Keeping or being an ‘‘inmate’’ of a ‘‘house of ill-
fame’’ or allowing property one owned ‘‘to be kept for the purposes of prostitu-
tion’’ was also illegal.∞≠≤ By January 1866, related ‘‘evils’’ thought to be ‘‘rapidly
on the increase’’ were ‘‘concert saloons’’ or ‘‘Free and Easys.’’ With names such
as ‘‘The Climax’’ (a concert saloon located on Beale Street), these drinking
and entertainment establishments were known for minstrel shows, drunken
brawls, ‘‘vulgar and obscene dancing,’’ and ‘‘waiter girls’’ who were allegedly the
saloons’ ‘‘principal attraction.’’∞≠≥ Descriptions of these establishments and
their staff and patrons sat side by side with the crime reporting that crowded
the city pages of the Memphis daily papers, where readers were told through
numerous reports of robberies, assaults, and murders that ‘‘the property and
lives of our citizens remains in imminent danger.’’∞≠∂ Concerns about crime and
prostitution and condemnations of dangerous and illicit nightlife, staples of
nineteenth-century urban discourse, were not solely about African Americans;
they often focused on white ‘‘fallen women’’ and frequently complained of
‘‘lawless characters, white and black’’ or ‘‘dissolute whites and negroes.’’∞≠∑ In
fact, the racially integrated character of Memphis’s illicit nightlife may have
been what particularly disturbed white conservatives. Nonetheless, the side-
by-side placement of these depictions of a crime- and prostitution-ridden city
with portrayals of freedpeople in the newspaper columns of the conservative
press implied to whites that freedom for African Americans brought disorder
and danger.

The conservative papers often attributed the alleged growing danger and
crime in the city to what they depicted as a burgeoning social problem of
vagrancy. A ‘‘vagrant’’ was defined in the city’s laws as an individual guilty of
‘‘being an able-bodied person and having no apparent means of subsistence,
and neglecting to apply one’s self to an honest calling, or being found ha-
bitually loitering about street corners, tippling houses, or bawdy houses.’’∞≠∏

Applauding the actions of the city’s police chief to enforce the vagrancy
ordinance late in 1865, one Memphis daily wrote of the need ‘‘to promote the
public good, and relieve our citizens of the disquietude and uneasiness inci-
dent to the presence of so large a number of scoundrels, thieves and their
hangers-on, who at present infest the city in all quarters.’’∞≠π

The conservative press conflated the supposed post–Civil War problem of
‘‘vagrancy’’ with the increased presence of African Americans in the public
spaces of the city. For instance, the editors of the Memphis Daily Argus as-
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serted that freedom for African Americans, unlike whites, led to idleness:
‘‘There are but few white men in the South who are ‘not willing to labor for
their own support.’ In the whole circle of our acquaintance, we do not know a
single one. But for the last two or three years, wherever in the South the
negroes have felt themselves practically free, they have for the most part
ceased to work.’’∞≠∫ Whites often interpreted the decision of freedpeople to
come to the city to live, rather than respond to the demand for workers on
plantations in the surrounding countryside, as evidence of an unwillingness to
labor and a preference for idleness. ‘‘The difficulty was not that laborers were
scarce,’’ wrote a would-be cotton planter about his unsuccessful efforts to
recruit laborers in Memphis, ‘‘for in and around Memphis it is estimated that
there are from ten thousand to fifteen thousand colored people, . . . and the
large majority of these are apparently unemployed. The streets are filled with
them, and at every corner are seen knots of them playing, idling, and sleeping
in the sun.’’∞≠Ω The violence and fraud freedpeople faced in the countryside at
the hands of former slaveowners and employers was a primary motivation for
reluctance to leave the city.∞∞≠ This, however, was not countenanced by white
commentators. Rather, they explained freedpeople’s judgment on where they
chose to live and work as reflecting ‘‘the false ideas entertained by them
of freedom,’’ a weakness for ‘‘the attractions and fascinations of city life,’’
and a predilection for criminal activity.∞∞∞ In April 1866, the Memphis Daily
Argus declared, ‘‘There are several hundred [freedpeople] in and around
Memphis . . . who have no visible means of support, who could make corn and
cotton plenty to support themselves, if they would; instead, though, of work-
ing, they band together to rob and steal.’’∞∞≤

Newspaper editors’ concern that the very urban ‘‘amusements’’ reported on
so widely in the press were a powerful draw for freedpeople to the city was
shared by the Freedmen’s Bureau. This is not surprising given the bureau’s
overall commitment to establishing an effective system of free wage labor in
the South. This required a predictable and stable labor force, something
achieved at times through blatant coercion of freedpeople and alliances with
planters.∞∞≥ At one point in 1865, a bureau official forbade ferrymen from
transporting freedpeople across the Mississippi River from Arkansas into
Memphis unless the prospective passengers carried a note from their em-
ployer authorizing their travels. He justified this restriction of freedpeople’s
mobility and this blatant distinction between the rights of ‘‘freedmen’’ and
those of ‘‘freemen’’ by arguing that ‘‘a constant leaving of their labors and
visiting the cities and large towns for amusement’’ was not in keeping with the
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labor contracts all freedpeople should have signed.∞∞∂ The Freedmen’s Bureau
participated in attacks on freedpeople for ‘‘vagrancy’’ in more direct ways as
well. In August 1865, the bureau in Memphis established patrols for the pur-
pose of ‘‘remov[ing] that portion of the freed people about this city, who have
no legitimate means of support and distribute them in the country where they
will have a better opportunity of leading useful and happy lives.’’∞∞∑ These
policies were encouraged by prominent white residents. A Freedmen’s Bureau
official noted that ‘‘I am daily urged by influential persons in the city’’ to force
freedpeople to labor on plantations.∞∞∏ But the patrols were eventually dis-
banded, as freedpeople resisted their coercion and members of the city’s black
elite—who had once endorsed such policies—formally complained to the
bureau of ‘‘indiscriminate arresting of persons of color’’ that had at times
included the arresting of ‘‘school children with books in their hands.’’∞∞π None-
theless, as late as April 1866, Brigadier General Benjamin Runkle, superinten-
dent of the Freedmen’s Bureau in Memphis, warned that freedpeople ‘‘crowd-
ing into the city’’ would be arrested as vagrants.∞∞∫

The majority of black ‘‘vagrants’’ may well have been the dependents of
soldiers and other employed freedpeople who were successfully doing exactly
what was demanded of them by the antivagrancy discourse, supporting their
families. When P. D. Beecher, a doctor with the Freedmen’s Bureau, com-
mented, ‘‘I am satisfied . . . great numbers [of freedpeople] lead a life of
prostitution, . . . idleness or depending as means of support upon those who
are more industrious,’’ he may well have been observing African American
women liberated from the necessity of plantation labor by the wages of
soldiers in the Union Army or other employed family or community mem-
bers. These women may have thus been freed to engage in other labor that
was irregular or unpaid and often invisible to an outsider.∞∞Ω A Freedmen’s
Bureau superintendent complained in September 1865 that freedpeople ‘‘who
have no visible means of support . . . are, however, in a great measure induced
to remain about the city by the employed colored people.’’∞≤≠ Perhaps it was
not so much that they were induced as enabled to remain by the wages of
family and friends.

This, however, was not the perspective of most white observers. When
convenient, the conservative press depicted even the Freedmen’s Bureau itself
and Republican policy in general as what was ‘‘inducing’’ freedpeople into
idleness. Newspaper editors at times represented freedpeople as innocent
victims of an imposed vagrancy caused by actions of the federal government,
as in this editorial: ‘‘The insane fanaticism of the North has plunged the negro
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into the deepest distress. It has taken him from his comfortable home where
he was surrounded with all the comforts of life, and made him a vagrant upon
society.’’∞≤∞ Regardless of where a given editorial placed blame, the association
of African Americans with vagrancy by white conservatives and even by
freedpeople’s supposed allies in the Freedmen’s Bureau was pervasive. This
emerging ‘‘truth’’ circulating in public discourse about race and vagrancy, and
about the social and moral conditions in the city in general, joined with
certain normative understandings of gender to shape white responses to the
presence of freedpeople in Memphis.

African American Men in the Army of Occupation

Black soldiers among the federal troops occupying Memphis became key
figures in the city’s freed community. They patrolled parts of the city for
the Freedmen’s Bureau as a provost guard, paraded in ceremonial proces-
sions through the city’s streets, and played in bands in the downtown’s main
square.∞≤≤ Off-duty or discharged soldiers were the most commonly noted
black patrons of the groceries, saloons, and dance halls of South Memphis.
They often gathered in groups in the neighborhood’s streets, drinking, so-
cializing, and even racing horses down Main Street.∞≤≥ These men were
often armed, many of them surreptitiously purchasing pistols of their own—
contrary to army policy—in addition to the muskets issued by the Union
Army.∞≤∂ The presence of armed black soldiers in the city’s public arenas
emboldened other freedpeople, providing a sense of protection and a show of
force that supported former slaves in their daily activities and in challenges to
exploitation and abuse.∞≤∑

White Memphians bitterly resented the presence of black soldiers among
the federal troops occupying the city. As former slaves armed and in uniform
commanded power and pleasure in the streets of Memphis, they represented
in no uncertain terms the overthrow of the Confederate order and the revolu-
tion in racial meanings and racial hierarchy that this defeat promised.∞≤∏ Black
soldiers were also a daily reminder to whites that Memphis was an occupied
territory where they were not in control of local affairs. An editorial in the
Memphis Daily Avalanche concluded that black troops were used ‘‘only for the
purpose of humiliation of the people of the South.’’∞≤π In petitions to federal
officials and in editorials and letters in the press, many whites demanded that
black Union soldiers be withdrawn from the city.∞≤∫ Most notably, the objec-
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tions of many white Memphians to black Union soldiers were framed as
opposition to the domination of the city by violent and criminal men.

White middle-class concepts of ‘‘manliness’’ in the nineteenth century en-
compassed both a fear and a glorification of what was imagined to be the
passionate and aggressive ‘‘nature’’ of all men. Self-restraint of inner drives, or
what historian Gail Bederman has referred to as the ‘‘willful control of sin,’’
was the centerpiece of ‘‘manliness,’’ the hallmark of civilization, and the dem-
onstration of a man’s character and strength. Furthermore, the ability to
impose such restraint when appropriate and to release it when necessary to
preserve honor or social order was both the measure and justification of a
man’s right to rule.∞≤Ω These notions of masculine nature and civilized man-
hood were invoked by whites in Memphis in response to the presence and
powers of African American Union soldiers. In particular, the conservative
press’s reporting and the actions of city police depicted the visible presence
of black Union soldiers in Memphis and the challenges these men posed
to the authority of white men in the city as the irresponsible empowerment of
a dangerous, because consistently and inappropriately unrestrained, black
masculinity.

As black Union soldiers patrolled and socialized in the streets of Memphis,
they came in constant conflict with the city’s civilian police force. The two
groups repeatedly collided with and resisted each other’s authority. As one
Shelby County official observed, ‘‘[The police] seem to assume to themselves
an authority which has come in continual conflict with that of the colored
guards. There has seemed to be a competition which should excel in author-
ity. The policemen did not want to give up to them, and the colored guards
did not want to give up to the police. . . . One was not disposed to submit to
the other.’’∞≥≠ This contest of authority between police and soldiers in daily
interaction often took the form of challenges over courage and strength.
When their paths crossed in the streets, police and soldiers often taunted each
other and, as one observer noted, used ‘‘very hard language . . . , daring each
other to fight.’’ In this particular instance, the witness, a white woman who had
recently moved to Memphis from Illinois, recalled that a soldier who was hit
in the head with a pistol by a police officer, on getting up ‘‘dared the police-
man to fight—to ‘come on’—that he was ready for him. Of course the police-
man said come on, but there was no more fighting between them.’’∞≥∞ Al-
though one doctor who had served in the Union Army recalled seeing black
soldiers ‘‘shout[ing] at police, their language sometimes being abominable,’’∞≥≤

other white men from the North denied the frequency with which this hap-
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pened. Many, in fact, believed that the police were generally the instigators,
insulting, shoving, and threatening black men in uniform and often arresting
soldiers and other freedpeople these soldiers sought to protect under unspeci-
fied or fabricated charges and beating those taken into custody.∞≥≥ The super-
intendent of the Freedmen’s Bureau in Memphis, Benjamin Runkle, observed
that ‘‘a policeman could not arrest a negro without knocking him in the head
before he carried him to the station-house. . . . Many negroes were arrested
and taken up when they had done nothing; they were abused a great deal.’’∞≥∂

James Donahue, a former slave working in Memphis as a carpenter, reported
that ‘‘sometimes the police would arrest a colored soldier when he had no
right to. . . . Whenever a policeman arrested a colored man, the first thing he
did was to strike him. . . . I have seen, perhaps, as many as a hundred colored
people arrested here, and I do not remember ten who were not struck by
policemen.’’∞≥∑

Nonetheless, conservative press reports repeatedly depicted conflicts be-
tween soldiers and police as a result of the soldiers’ illegitimate aggression and
lack of self-restraint. They also revealed ongoing battles over manhood be-
tween black soldiers and white men in general. The following article de-
scribed such a conflict subsequent to one soldier’s attempt to avoid the rain by
squeezing into an already-crowded stage coach: ‘‘[The soldier] was told there
was no room, still he persisted in making his way inside, till at last a gentleman
was compelled to eject him rather rudely. The negro commenced in the
presence of the ladies to swear and threaten vengeance against the party
inside, saying he would kill him, etc. The presence of the ladies of course
saved him a severe drubbing, and possibly something more.’’ Both men acted
aggressively, and the white ‘‘gentleman’’ was the one who used physical force.
Yet the soldier was portrayed as impulsive, inappropriate, and irrational, in
contrast to the ‘‘gentleman’s’’ calm demeanor and reasoned restraint from
violence given the presence of ‘‘ladies.’’ In the company of men alone, the
article’s author implied, the ‘‘gentleman’’ giving the soldier a ‘‘severe drubbing’’
would have been a legitimate response to his supposed insubordination. The
author then used the image of illegitimate and undisciplined black male
aggression to question the claim of all black soldiers to membership in a
community of honorable men. The article, titled simply ‘‘Negro Soldiers,’’
concluded, ‘‘For the good of this class of soldiers, we would say, by way of
advice, that freedom does not license them to disobey the laws of the land.
That if they expect to live in the community they must conduct themselves as
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law-abiding and peaceable citizens.’’∞≥∏ By instructing soldiers in what they
should be, this article told its readers what black men were not, men who
could control their aggressive impulses and who thus deserved the privileges
and powers of a male citizenship equivalent to that of white men.

Freedom as a license for lawlessness continued as a theme in the press’s
portrayal of black Union soldiers as, at best, disorderly and, at worst, violent
criminals who had overtaken South Memphis. Soldiers engaging in the ac-
tivities of ‘‘freemen’’ were repeatedly depicted as endangering public safety,
while their sense of entitlement to these liberties was conveyed as a perilous
misconception of the meaning of freedom. Objections to the presence of off-
duty or discharged soldiers in South Memphis’s groceries, saloons, dance
halls, and streets often focused on public drinking. In October 1865, the clerk
of the chief of police complained to the Freedmen’s Bureau of having ‘‘very
frequently seen the colored soldiers . . . very much intoxicated and very
insulting and abusive to citizens.’’∞≥π Many living near and among black sol-
diers, in fact, observed that they were no more drunk and disorderly than were
white soldiers or white men in general.∞≥∫ Nonetheless, images of a particular
predilection for drunken conduct among black soldiers that posed a new and
pressing danger to the ‘‘citizens’’ of South Memphis were pervasive in press
accounts. Military orders prohibited the selling of liquor to enlisted men,
but this regulation was difficult if not impossible to enforce, leading to edi-
torial comments such as the following describing South Memphis: ‘‘Here
whiskey . . . is retailed to negro soldiers and negro civilians, without the
slightest molestation from any authority, either civil or military. It is a trait
indisputable in the composition of the negro . . . that when under the influ-
ence of liquor, every fiendish and brutal passion is aroused, and revenge
sought for the fancied wrongs perpetrated on him, or the imaginary rights
that is his due—instilled into his ignorant brain by the words or action of
fanatical demagogues.’’ Black Union soldiers’ challenge to white men’s exclu-
sive enjoyment of leisure in public was cast as the dangerous release of black
men’s ‘‘fiendish and brutal’’ natures. This in conjunction with Republican
policy supporting freedpeople’s rights and privileges as citizens was imagined
to pose a threat of violent retribution to white Memphians. In theory, this
danger could be removed by excluding soldiers from the enjoyment of a social
activity accepted and widely practiced as a white man’s right, public and social
drinking.∞≥Ω The editorial concluded by conflating the alleged problem of
black soldiers and the public consumption of alcohol with the general crime
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and disorder purported to have followed emancipation in Memphis: ‘‘The
source of all our troubles here . . . is unquestionably attributable to the sale of
liquor to negroes.’’∞∂≠

Also eliciting critical commentary from the city’s conservative papers was
African American soldiers’ access to weapons. It seems that soldiers were in
the habit of firing pistols into the air, perhaps as a form of celebration or a
reminder to white men that they were armed. When asked if many soldiers
owned their own guns, one army captain responded, ‘‘I know there were some
who had pistols, because as they would go along they would fire them in the
air.’’∞∂∞ Another captain reported ‘‘having noticed considerable pistol firing
near Fort Pickering, . . . I went about through that locality, and discovered the
cause to be drunken negro soldiers who attended a dance-house . . . [in]
South Memphis. These soldiers . . . coming and going from this house, were in
the habit of firing their pistols promiscuously.’’∞∂≤ As one would expect, the
conservative newspapers objected to this demonstration of black men’s con-
trol over means of violence. The Appeal reported, ‘‘There is a great deal of
complaint from the citizens residing in the southeastern portion of the city in
regard to the practice the negro soldiers have of firing off their pieces at all
hours of the night, to the annoyance and fears of safety of the whole neigh-
borhood.’’ The objection, though, was not merely to the noise or possibility of
an accident resulting from this ‘‘dangerous sport.’’∞∂≥ White concern about
soldiers with guns was directly connected to fears of crime in the constant
news reports of supposed ‘‘outrages’’ committed by black troops. Almost daily
accounts alleged that armed African American Union soldiers were respon-
sible for muggings, burglaries, and murders.∞∂∂ ‘‘Scarcely a day passes, without
depredations of some sort being committed . . . by negro soldiers,’’ wrote the
Memphis Daily Appeal.∞∂∑ ‘‘How much longer are our people to be the wit-
nesses and victims of such lawless brutality?’’ the Avalanche asked after report-
ing that a white man had been shot and killed by a black man in federal
uniform.∞∂∏ Many crimes reported in the papers, typically in short entries
appearing in the local news columns, involved far less serious offenses. For
instance, it is unlikely that the burglary of Mr. and Mrs. Finney’s grocery by
soldiers allegedly looking for whiskey but who had to settle for ‘‘four dressed
turkeys and a black hat’’ was reported because of the value of the goods stolen.
Recounting that the intruders had threatened Mrs. Finney with a gun seemed
to be the point of the brief news story.∞∂π

It is probable that theft of clothing and food was common in South Mem-
phis by white and black people dislocated and impoverished by the war.∞∂∫
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Nonetheless, reports of crimes committed by black soldiers were often in-
accurate. One press account alleged that fifteen soldiers broke into a store,
firing indiscriminately and killing the establishment’s owner, J. W. Hanks.
However, the only possible witness to these events was Hanks himself, and he
reportedly did not live long enough to tell the tale.∞∂Ω Even the Appeal ad-
mitted the tendency of newspapers to print rumors or falsehoods. ‘‘Mr. Wm.
Ryan is a living refutation of the report of his murder by negro soldiers on
Monday night last, published yesterday morning in several of our enterprising
contemporaries.’’∞∑≠ Two of the Appeal’s ‘‘contemporaries’’ had earlier reported
that police officer Richard Clark murdered an African American soldier after
catching the soldier in the act of stealing vegetables from a garden. They also
reported that City Recorder John C. Creighton was called to oversee an
inquest at the sight of the murder, and that there he determined that Clark
had acted in self-defense. However, when the Freedmen’s Bureau conducted
its own investigation, it found that the victim was actually a young man of
sixteen years, unarmed and not a soldier, carrying an empty sack on his way to
collect vegetables from a garden cultivated by his family.∞∑∞

The visible and audible presence of black soldiers in public endowed with
the trappings of manhood—guns, alcohol, leisure time, and power over others
—challenged whites’ sense of privilege as the only urban residents who were
‘‘citizens’’ and white men’s sense of privilege as the only ones who were ‘‘men.’’
White critics responded rhetorically by associating black soldiers’ presence
with danger and the men themselves with illegitimate and uncontrolled vio-
lence, relying on understandings of gender to restore meanings of racial
difference to the world they observed around them. White conservative news-
paper editors in Memphis told their audience that black men were not suffi-
ciently in control of the inner nature—the violence understood to be lurking
inside all men but mastered by those men who were ‘‘civilized’’—to be worthy
of power and authority in public.

Freedwomen in Public

African American women were also central actors in the process of claiming a
new urban citizenship in ways that dramatically transformed public life in
Memphis. Women constituted a sizable proportion of those former slaves who
made their way to Memphis both during and after the Civil War.∞∑≤ White
Memphians quickly experienced the reality of emancipation and aspects of a
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new multiracial citizenship through these women’s movement through public
space and their use of public authority in the form of the Freedmen’s Bureau
Court and police protection of the Union Army. Some whites responded by
attempting to cast black women’s new public presence in a disparaging light.
Both white police officers and newspaper editors from the city’s conservative
press, in their conduct toward and representation of freedwomen, enlisted
gendered constructions of race, specifically a discourse representing all black
women as without virtue, as ‘‘bad women,’’ and often as prostitutes, and
thereby depicted black women as unworthy of citizenship.∞∑≥

It was specifically to realize their freedom that African American women
migrated to Memphis after the end of the Civil War. Freedwomen fled condi-
tions reminiscent of slavery in the countryside—physical violence, work with
no pay, forced separation from family—and undertook the difficult journey
to the city hoping to seek the assistance and protection made possible by
the growing African American community, and particularly by the power of
armed African American Union soldiers and the federal authority of the
bureau. A freedwoman named Lizzie Howard explained to the provost mar-
shal of freedmen that she had fled to the city from the home of her former
owner, Robert Bond, in Raleigh, Tennessee, to escape from slavelike treat-
ment. Howard had agreed to continue to work for Bond for wages after the
war. However, once she received a severe beating from him and his son, she
‘‘left the plantation and came to Memphis, as I could not be satisfied with such
abuse.’’∞∑∂ Eliza Jane House similarly refused to remain on the plantation of
James R. House after he tied her up and beat her with a branch.∞∑∑ Other
women were forced off plantations, such as Ellen Clifton, whose employer
beat her and ‘‘did drive me away, refusing to let me have my children.’’∞∑∏ In
search of means to resist such blatant violations of their freedom, women
often came to the bureau to enlist the aid of Union soldiers.∞∑π The record
does not indicate how often the provost marshal actually provided guards to
accompany freedwomen back to plantations to demand from angry owners
the children and possessions the women had been forced to leave behind.
However, when soldiers did arrive at an abusive employer’s place, they doubt-
less created an indelible image of black women enlisting the power of the
state, in the form of armed black men, to assert new rights as free people—
as parents, as property owners, and as citizens demanding to live free of
violence.∞∑∫

In addition to protection from violence, African American women sought
assistance from federal authorities in Memphis to secure compensation for
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past labor. During the summer of 1865, freedpeople arriving in the city after
being driven from plantations without pay by former owners or current em-
ployers crowded the offices of the Freedmen’s Bureau in order to lodge their
complaints.∞∑Ω Many freedwomen sued these employers in the Freedmen’s
Court for wages that had been promised but never paid to them or their
children after emancipation. For instance, Hannah Biby came to Memphis to
file a complaint against William Trice, for whom she had been working ten
miles outside the city ‘‘under the impression that I should get good wages
since January 1st 1864. And on the 2d day of August, 1865, the said William
Trice told me he could not keep me any longer but did not offer to pay me.’’∞∏≠

Some planters, such as James Robinson from Panola County, Mississippi,
offered no wages and refused to acknowledge emancipation altogether. His
former slave Betsy Robinson escaped to Memphis, where she filed this com-
plaint with the Freedmen’s Bureau: ‘‘I have been kept out at work very hard
for him also three of my children. he fed and clothed us very badly. he never
gave me any information in regard to my being free, but kept me very close at
work for him. I left him because myself and children were suffering for food
and clothing.’’∞∏∞ The provost marshal of freedmen apparently did not believe
Betsy Robinson and assumed instead that James Robinson had intended to
pay her once his crop was harvested. She was penalized for leaving the planta-
tion, the court determining that ‘‘plaintiff . . . left defendant in busy season
without cause. It is considered that she has no claim for wages.’’∞∏≤ Amy
Covington’s similar charges of painful abuse led to a happier outcome. Cov-
ington came to Memphis after being driven from the plantation where she and
her four children lived ‘‘in a miserable destitute condition with hardly enough
clothing to cover my nakedness.’’ She requested that the bureau assist her in
securing the release of her children from her former owner, who had since
hired them out to parts unknown and was receiving compensation for their
services. Her children were eventually returned to her along with the wages
they had earned.∞∏≥

Presumably, many women also came to the city knowing of the presence of
kin (blood relations or people with whom they had lived under the ownership
of the same slaveholder before the war) living in Memphis to whom they
could turn for help. As was often the case, Ellen Clifton’s statement to the
bureau was witnessed by individuals sharing her last name, suggesting that she
migrated to the city at least in part to find these people who accompanied her
to the offices of the Freedmen’s Bureau to lodge her complaint.∞∏∂ Seeking out
family members in the city could also cause a dispute with an employer. A
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former slave named Mary Ann was driven from her home when her employer
became enraged that she had come to Memphis to visit her daughter.∞∏∑

Others came to the city to join and seek protection from male family mem-
bers now in the Union Army. For instance, Lucy Williams joined Randall
Williams of the 59th Colored Infantry in Memphis after being beaten and
driven from the plantation of her employer and presumably former owner,
Joseph Williams. This planter was enraged on learning that Lucy had attended
a speech by General Tillson of the Freedmen’s Bureau in Grand Junction,
Tennessee. The planter ‘‘commenced kicking and kicked so bad that I could
not speak for several minutes. . . . He then told me to get off of his premises
and never return.’’ In Memphis Lucy reunited with three other Williamses
who witnessed her affidavit concerning this abuse.∞∏∏

Freedwomen in Memphis became particularly prominent actors in the
freed community’s religious life. They constituted the backbone of the city’s
black churches, forming the committees that raised the funds necessary to
create permanent institutions and organizing the mutual aid societies on
which its members depended. For instance, the women of the First Baptist
Church in Memphis organized a fair in 1865 that raised $406.50, enough to
make a down payment for a lot on Beale Street on which, in 1869, the congre-
gation began construction of a brick church building.∞∏π These women’s orga-
nizational activities continued with the Baptist Sewing Society, founded to
raise more funds to cover the church’s debts.∞∏∫ By September 1865, destitute
freedpeople could no longer receive financial assistance from the Freedmen’s
Bureau.∞∏Ω In their churches, black women took up responsibility for caring for
the community’s poorest and sick. According to historian Kathleen Berkeley, a
‘‘ladies aid society’’ developed in affiliation with almost every black church in
the city to tend to cases of need, supported by numerous fund-raising picnics,
balls, and fairs.∞π≠ The leadership of these organizations came largely from the
ranks of unskilled, working-class black women living in South Memphis.∞π∞

Women were also prominent among those freedpeople in Memphis who
used the power of the federal government to secure their personal safety and
livelihood in the city. Acting as citizens, freedwomen pressed charges against
white Memphians in the Freedmen’s Bureau Court to claim unpaid wages and
protest violent assaults. For instance, after John Montgomery attacked Cath-
erine Martin in South Memphis, ‘‘assault[ing] and knock[ing] me down with
a brick, hurting me badly,’’ she reported him to the provost marshal of freed-
men.∞π≤ The Freedmen’s Court heard a case of ‘‘Assault and Battery’’ against
H. B. C. Miles brought by freedwoman Susan Hill and a complaint of at-
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tempted rape against Gustavis Fisher brought by Salena Jones.∞π≥ The impact
of legal action at times spilled over from the courts into the streets, when
whites resisted verdicts and clashed with soldiers making arrests, collecting
fines, and confiscating property. The provost marshal of freedmen revealed his
reliance on the coercion of Union soldiers to enforce his judgments when he
wrote to Ira Moore, ‘‘Judgement having been rendered against you in favor of
Mary Moore (col’d) for the sum of Ninety eight ($98) dollars which should
have been paid some time since, I respectfully request that you come forward
and settle the same according to agreement, and save me the trouble and
necessity of sending a guard for you to the matter.’’∞π∂ In February 1866, an
assistant provost marshal was sent to the railroad depot to intercept Stephen
M’Ginness, who was attempting to leave town before paying Belle Holland
and Minnie Brown the $23 he owed them.∞π∑ After William Noland refused to
comply with the Freedmen’s Court’s judgment that he owed Betty Maywell
$50 in overdue wages, the provost marshal ordered that his property be seized
and sold at public auction. Hoping to avoid the loss and public humiliation
from the seizure of his personal belongings by Union soldiers, Noland quickly
paid Maywell what he owed her.∞π∏

Even when cases did not lead to convictions, freedwomen’s actions brought
charges of white abuse against blacks into the public eye. One case that
became particularly notorious also reveals the conflictual and political nature
of even the most intimate social relations between black and white people
in Memphis. Early in February 1866, freedwoman Elizabeth Burns accused
Archy Fuller, a white man, of killing Sam, a discharged black Union soldier.
Elizabeth had been the roommate of another freedwoman, Amanda Fuller, in
a house in South Memphis. Archy Fuller often stayed in this house as well,
because Amanda, presumably the former slave of Archy or of his family, was
now ‘‘kept’’ by Archy as his mistress. Most likely through this connection,
Archy hired Elizabeth and her friend Sam to work for him on a farm that he
had rented outside town. A few days after Elizabeth and Sam arrived at the
farm, Archy demanded that Sam hand over his pistol, saying he would not
allow armed black men on his land. Instead of forfeiting his weapon, Sam
departed, refusing to work under those conditions. A little while later, Eliza-
beth heard gunfire and saw Archy and his companions walk away from an area
where she soon found Sam lying slain in the woods. Archy held Sam’s pistol in
his hand. Horrified by her employer’s actions, Elizabeth immediately returned
to Memphis, to Amanda Fuller’s Beale Street home.∞ππ

Archy also soon came to Amanda’s home. Perhaps fearing Archy’s retalia-
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tion, Elizabeth remained quiet about the murder for a few days. However
when Sam’s wife came to the house inquiring about her husband’s where-
abouts, Elizabeth recounted what she had seen. Hearing this, Amanda broke
her own silence, telling the other women that Archy had admitted to her that
he had committed the murder. ‘‘She (Manda) then commenced crying saying
that she could not help it, that Mr. Fuller brought it on himself.’’ With this
evidence, Elizabeth brought the charge of murder against Archy on February
9, 1866, before the provost marshal of freedmen, who then sent a guard
composed of twenty black soldiers and one white officer to arrest Fuller
and his companions.∞π∫ Due to Burns’s actions, what began as a claim by
Archy Fuller to the class and racial privilege of an exclusively white mascu-
line power—only white men, and employers, would carry guns—ended with
armed black men arresting Archy Fuller and bringing him back to the city
under their control.

This case reveals the multiple and layered publics that were affected by
freedwomen’s actions in Memphis. There was the cross-racial local public
composed of people who knew one another well—Elizabeth, Archy, Amanda,
and Sam. And there was a neighborhood and even citywide public composed
of those people who read and discussed the city’s newspapers and those who
observed public spectacles in the city’s streets. As people watched Archy
Fuller and the other white men under arrest marched through the city and
into the station house under guard of twenty black soldiers, or as they read
about it in the newspaper, these arrests displayed for residents of Memphis
new meanings for race. The images of black men arresting white men and
white men charged with murder because of the testimony of black women
challenged previous associations of whiteness with dominance and of black-
ness with subordination, of whiteness with voice and citizenship and of black-
ness with voicelessness and servitude. However, when it was learned that one
of the white men arrested, J. M. Warr, was injured when kicked by a soldier’s
horse, white conservatives circulated within their public discourse a new
interpretation of this case. They used Warr’s complaint of callous and life-
threatening treatment as an opportunity to represent black people, not white,
as threats to public order. Conservative papers used his charge to argue that
empowering black Union soldiers menaced public safety, given black men’s
inability to control their alleged violent tendencies. Warr’s complaint and the
publicity it received contributed to the Freedmen’s Bureau’s decision to acquit
the accused on all charges.∞πΩ

This acquittal was also made possible by Amanda Fuller’s retraction of her
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testimony and by the many white witnesses willing to testify that there had
never been a man named Sam on Archy Fuller’s place.∞∫≠ One can easily
speculate about what pressures led Amanda Fuller to change her story. Did
she fear violent retaliation from Archy or the loss of the financial support
he provided for her? Given Elizabeth’s close relationship with Amanda and
Amanda’s relationship with Archy, both women likely faced tensions and even
danger after Archy Fuller was acquitted. Freedwomen took great risks in
seeking the authority of the Freedmen’s Bureau on their side in conflicts with
whites. Their access to state power in no way broadly protected them in
Memphis in 1865 and 1866.

The events put in motion by Elizabeth Burns’s charges against Archy Fuller
were turned around by reporting in the city’s conservative newspapers. When
the presence of freedwomen in Memphis in general was noted by the conser-
vative press of the city, it was never in reference to victims or opponents of
exploitation and abuse. Nor were black women represented as ‘‘respectable’’
churchwomen or ‘‘ladies’’ participating in the civic life of their community.∞∫∞

Rather, the rhetoric of newspaper editors and the focus of most reporting
suggest efforts to denigrate the public activities of freedwomen in the city
by insinuating connections between their presence and the alleged increase
in crime and disorder, specifically of ‘‘lewd women’’ or prostitutes, supposedly
threatening white Memphians in the city’s streets and alleys. Onto the real ac-
tivities of women in public, in all their variety and unpredictability, was im-
posed a bifurcated concept of ‘‘womanhood.’’ As was common in nineteenth-
century depictions of urban life in the United States, women were represented
as inhabiting one of two opposing realities: the delicate, chaste, and virtuous
‘‘lady’’ or the vicious, rude, ‘‘public woman,’’ or prostitute. The former was
the woman whom society must protect; the latter, by whom society was
threatened.∞∫≤ In postemancipation Memphis, this binary imagery operated
along racial lines. Representations of African American women in the conser-
vative press implied their essential relation to the latter category. Depictions
were not at all uniform. The negative characteristics associated with freed-
women were presented at times as menacing and at others as comical—at
times threatening real violence and at times merely demonstrating a childlike
or foolish nature. Together, though, these images of freedwomen appearing
throughout commentary on local affairs elaborated the racial power and
privilege of whites in Memphis by gendering black women as ‘‘bad’’ women, as
inappropriately aggressive and thus as unfeminine, often as sexually indis-
criminate, and as operating outside the confines of proper patriarchal domes-
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tic relations. Newspaper reports labeled black women’s presence in the public
space of the city as illegitimate and thus challenged their claim to identities
as citizens.

The newspaper report of a confrontation between Neely Hunt, a freed-
woman, and the Rutters, a white family, shows the distinctions made between
white and black women in the rhetoric of the conservative press. Hunt and
several other freedwomen arrived at the home of Mrs. Rutter and demanded
the return of Hunt’s child, whom Hunt believed was being held unwillingly in
the Rutters’ home. When Mrs. Rutter denied any knowledge of the child,
Hunt enlisted the aid of a squad of black Union soldiers with whom she
forcibly entered and searched the house. For her action, Hunt was vilified
in the city’s conservative newspapers. The Memphis Daily Appeal described
Hunt as a ‘‘negress’’ who was ‘‘enraged,’’ ‘‘raving,’’ ‘‘threatening,’’ and ‘‘us[ing]
very abusive and insulting language’’ in contrast to ‘‘the ladies of the house,’’
whose delicate constitutions were unsettled by this confrontation. The Appeal
labeled Hunt a liar, given that the Rutters insisted ‘‘positively that no ne-
gro child of the description was ever on the place.’’ The paper suggested
that Hunt’s deceitful and disreputable character could be generalized to all
freedwomen, by reminding readers of the recent accusation of murder made
against Archy Fuller ‘‘at the instance of another negress [Elizabeth Burns],
who swore to seeing the dead body of a negro that never had existed.’’∞∫≥

Ultimately, Hunt paid dearly for the pursuit of her child. The son of the
woman she confronted was the president of the Tennessee National Bank.
Although Hunt did find her child (though the record does not indicate
where), the bank president filed a complaint against her with the Freedmen’s
Bureau, claiming that the child had never been in his home. Accepting the
bank president’s version of events, the provost marshal of freedmen had Hunt
arrested and fined $10 and costs. Unable to pay, Hunt was at once hired out to
labor for a planter for the amount of her fines. (The record does not reveal
what happened to Hunt’s child while she labored in the country to work off
her fine.) This exploitation of Hunt as convict labor was justified by the
bureau through the same kind of language by which Hunt had been described
in the press. The provost marshal imagined her exile to the countryside to be
for the public good. Referring to the planter who bought Hunt’s labor, the
provost marshal wrote to the bank president, ‘‘I trust he may be able to
keep her there for the good of this community. I am satisfied that she is a
bad woman.’’∞∫∂

When the press identified Neely Hunt, Elizabeth Burns, and other assertive
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black women with terms such as ‘‘negress,’’ they avoided describing them as
women. Such terminology distanced black women from images of respectable
womanhood and associated them with marginality and disrepute. Newspaper
editors often combined this term with other insulting labels, such as when the
Appeal reported the charge of theft of a pistol made against ‘‘an ugly looking
negress.’’∞∫∑ Another report titled ‘‘Sharp Wench’’ described a black woman
charged with drunk and disorderly conduct.∞∫∏ (‘‘Wench’’ was a term indicat-
ing ‘‘young female’’ that also had implications of servitude and sexual wanton-
ness and, in the nineteenth century, implied blackness as well.)∞∫π Another
article reported the arrest of five ‘‘female roughs of African descent’’ and
speculated about the origins of black women’s alleged misbehavior: ‘‘Freedom
seems to have an intoxicating effect on colored females.’’∞∫∫ Other accounts
that depicted black women as outside the realm of ‘‘respectable womanhood’’
focused on dress, describing some freedwomen’s alleged finery as signifying
questionable character and respectability. A report of a robbery by three black
soldiers who supposedly stole a number of hoopskirts editorialized that the
skirts were intended as gifts for ‘‘some of their dark paramours.’’∞∫Ω Through an
assertion of both theft and illicit sexual relations, this report questioned the
legitimacy and honor of freedwomen appearing in public in fine clothes.

Images associating black women in Memphis with disrepute, aggression,
and sexual promiscuity circulating in the city’s conservative press were rein-
forced by police action against freedwomen, such as frequent arrests for
‘‘lewdness,’’ ‘‘vagrancy,’’ and ‘‘drunk and disorderly conduct.’’ The frequency
with which city police arrested black women is suggested by the city prison
keeper’s complaint to the city council that nearly half the freedpeople in jail
were female.∞Ω≠ These arrests, at times under false charges and amounting to
harassment of black women by police, were then highlighted and exaggerated
in newspaper accounts. Some reports implied that a specific incident indi-
cated an epidemic of black prostitution. For instance, note the use of the word
‘‘more’’ in the following news item: ‘‘Six more negro prostitutes were yesterday
arrested and brought before the officers of the Freedmen’s Bureau, who sent
them out to work on different farms in the country.’’∞Ω∞ Others simply labeled
as prostitutes black women arrested on charges that may or may not have
been associated with prostitution: ‘‘Three colored prostitutes were arrested,
charged with vagrancy, and were hired out to contractors to go into the
country and work,’’ and ‘‘Viney Springer, Mary Jane Springer, and Sarah
Parker, colored nymphs du pave, were arrested for disorderly conduct and
incarcerated.’’∞Ω≤ These reports make clear the high price that freedwomen
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paid for these arrests; they were either imprisoned in the city jail or forced to
leave the city and labor on plantations. Although some black women may well
have been engaged in prostitution or criminal activity, there is evidence that
many of these arrests were fraudulent and abusive. A ‘‘prominent citizen’’
reported one such case to the city’s Republican newspaper. He had witnessed
a white man ‘‘kicking a colored woman, who was calling loudly for a ‘watch’
[night watchman or police]. Soon a well known officer came running to the
rescue, and without asking her for explanations, seized the woman, threw her
down, slapped her in the face, dragged her on the ground and finally took her
to the station-house and locked her up for disorderly conduct.’’∞Ω≥ Other
officers similarly as ‘‘well known’’ as the policeman described here made a
practice of harassing, insulting, and abusing freedwomen. In fact, some of
these same officers would be recognized by freedpeople among the men
instigating the Memphis Riot, the murderous attack on the freed community
that began on May 1, 1866.

One such policeman named Carrol appears to have been attempting to
extort money from Amanda Olden, a freedwoman living in South Memphis,
when he charged her with running a brothel just days before the Memphis
Riot. Olden was not intimidated and complained of his harassment to the
Freedmen’s Bureau:

On Sunday evening, April 29 [1866], one Carol or Carrol, a city police-
man, came to my house, and compelled me to give him twenty-two dollars
($22) at the same time falsely charging me with keeping a house of ill-
fame, and stating that it was not necessary for me to appear before the Re-
corder of the City for trial, as he would attend to that matter himself, and
pay any fine out of the money he thus took from me, which amount would
just pay it. On Monday morning I appeared before the Recorder, ready for
an investigation of these false charges, but this policeman did not ap-
pear, nor had he made any report of this action in my case to his proper
officer.∞Ω∂

Another police officer, John Egan, engaged in a similar extortion scheme,
taking $50 from freedwoman Mollie Davis. Davis also reported Egan to the
Freedmen’s Bureau, recounting that he had insisted that she give him the cash
as ‘‘forfeit money’’ after he arrested her.∞Ω∑ It seems that through false charges
against African American women, city police not only contributed to the
representation of freedwomen as ‘‘lewd’’ in Memphis’s public. They also at-
tempted to use those representations to exploit individual freedwomen in
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ways that could be hidden from the public under the cloak of that same
imagery. In these two cases, it appears that they were not successful. The
provost marshal of freedmen assisted Olden in seeking redress, requesting of
the city’s mayor ‘‘that you have the Policeman Carrol refund the money or be
dismissed from the Police Force.’’∞Ω∏ Whether or not the mayor complied with
his request in Carrol’s case is unknown, but in the case of Egan, the bureau’s
actions led to his suspension from the police force in April 1866 and to the
refunding of Davis’s money.∞Ωπ

The actions of Officers Sweatt and Welch offer further evidence of police
using arrests to denigrate the activities of black women in Memphis’s public
space rather than to punish real offenders. According to a complaint filed with
the Freedmen’s Bureau by three elite black men, Robert Church, C. C. Swears,
and John Gains, who had attended a ‘‘negro ball,’’ the two officers intruded
into the party and ‘‘proceeded to arrest some two or three of the ladies’’ in
attendance. The black men, familiar with this form of extortion, offered ‘‘to
put up a forfeit’’ to prevent the arrests. In this case the police refused the
money and insisted instead on placing the women in custody, actions that
equally imputed a disreputable character to black women enjoying the privi-
leges of ‘‘ladies’’ in public. Men from the party physically intervened and
prevented the police from taking the women away. Unwilling to concede,
Welch and Sweatt retreated to a nearby engine house seeking reinforcements.
They soon returned with a group of armed white firemen, who ‘‘cocking their
weapons demanded a surrender’’ and ‘‘behaved in a very rough and boisterous
manner, crying ‘shoot the damned niggers.’ ’’∞Ω∫ That the men and women
attending this ball were apparently members of the city’s small African Ameri-
can elite seems to have prevented violent incident and allowed the African
Americans involved to reassert respectable gender identities as ladies and
gentlemen. They received an apology from the firemen, who explained that
Welch and Sweatt ‘‘had misrepresented the affair,’’ and from the mayor, who
responded to the provost marshal’s complaint that such incidents were ‘‘be-
coming so frequent as to demand attention.’’∞ΩΩ

After these conflicts with freedwomen and the Freedmen’s Bureau, Officers
Egan, Sweatt, and probably Carrol were identified as being among the white
men who participated in the Memphis Riot.≤≠≠ These men’s involvement in
the riot suggests a connection between the everyday micro-struggles that
freedwomen engaged in with police and the extensive, collective, and mur-
derous hostility that city police and other white Memphians demonstrated
toward freedpeople—and toward the changes in racial meanings and local
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governing power that their presence in the city’s public indicated—during the
riot. As freedwomen pursued their rights to enjoy free movement, work, and
leisure in Memphis and as their pursuit was supported by the Freedmen’s
Bureau and by the presence and authority of black Union soldiers, they ran up
against resistance from many whites. Certain white Memphians, such as po-
lice, city officials, and newspaper editors, sought instead to reassert their own
control over the city’s public and over the meanings for race signified by a free
black presence in public. This white resistance to the rights of citizenship
claimed by African Americans in various public arenas of Memphis would
culminate in three days of deadly violence.

when louis hughes at last reached Memphis from the plantation in
Mississippi where he was held as a slave during the war, he did not recognize
the city. The presence of so many free black people, including black soldiers,
in the city’s streets represented, in an immediate and unmistakable fashion,
how much and how rapidly the city’s visible economy of race and citizenship
had changed as a result of the Civil War. Many white Memphians did not
recognize the city either. They no longer recognized themselves and their
prewar privileges as white people in the organization of the city’s public life.
They saw instead African Americans taking on the rights and identities of
‘‘citizens,’’ an appellation and social position that white Memphians had used
to distinguish themselves from African Americans and from slaves. Most
whites responded with hostility to the effacement of racial difference con-
tained in what they observed around them. Their hostility toward freedpeople
in the city mirrored national political battles over African American citizen-
ship, as well as local conflicts between civilian and military authorities over
control of the city. And their hostility was manifested in the violence and
harassment with which white city police officers treated freedpeople, and in
the images of unvirtuous black womanhood and manhood circulated by the
city’s conservative newspapers. In both police action and the conservative
discourse of the press, white aggression against African Americans took gen-
dered form. We will see in the next chapter how gendered representations of
racial difference would be echoed in the words and actions of the men who
violently attacked the freed community in Memphis during the three-day riot
in 1866, and particularly in their actions surrounding the rape of black women.
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